
 

 

  

      
      

 

Client Dictionary 



    

Revenue Metrics 
Kalibri Labs differentiates types of revenue when calculating revenue-based metrics, including: 

Guest-Paid Revenue, Hotel-Collected Revenue, COPE Revenue and Net Revenue. Unless otherwise 

specified, revenue calculations are based on room revenue. When available, metrics will be provided for 

Other Revenue and Food and Beverage Revenue as well. Cancellations are always excluded from 

revenue metrics unless explicitly stated otherwise.  

Hotel-Collected Revenue 

The amount of revenue a hotel collected and recorded in their financial statements. Hotel-

Collected Revenue does not account for intermediary markups applied to wholesale and 

merchant model business. Hotel-Collected Revenue is the raw revenue data provided by clients 

to Kalibri Labs. Hotel-Collected Revenue will equal Guest-Paid Revenue when there is no third-

party involvement. 

Guest-Paid Revenue 

The amount of revenue a guest actually paid for a booking. Guest-Paid Revenue accounts for 

intermediary markups on top of Hotel-Collected Revenue and reflects the total amount paid either 

to a hotel directly or to a third party who collects revenue from a guest and remits a net, 

merchant, opaque or wholesale rate to the hotel. 

𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 + 𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 

COPE Revenue (Contribution to Operating Profits and Expenses) 

The amount of revenue after direct reservation costs are removed. These costs include 

transaction fees, loyalty investments, amenity costs, and all types of commissions.  

COPE Revenue does not include Sales and Marketing Spend. 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐸 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 − ∑

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑟  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑠
𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠

 

Net Revenue 

The amount of revenue after all acquisition costs have been removed. These costs include costs 

associated with individual bookings as well as general Sales and Marketing Spend. Net Revenue 

is only available for clients that provide Kalibri Labs with Sales and Marketing Spend. 

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 = 𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 − ∑

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑜𝑟  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑠
𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑

 

Average Daily Rate (ADR) Metrics 

Kalibri Labs calculates ADR metrics for each revenue variation listed above: Guest-Paid ADR, 

Hotel-Collected ADR, COPE ADR and Net ADR. 

Revenue per Available Room (RevPAR) Metrics 

Kalibri Labs calculates RevPAR metrics for each revenue variation listed above: Guest-Paid 

RevPAR, Hotel-Collected RevPAR, COPE RevPAR and Net RevPAR.  



    

Cost Categories 
Kalibri Labs classifies acquisition costs into the following categories: Channel / Transaction Fees, 

Loyalty Investment, Retail Commission Expense, Wholesale Commission Expense, and Travel Agent 

Amenity Cost. Additionally, clients provide Kalibri Labs with Sales and Marketing Spend to track costs 

that cannot be allocated to an individual booking. 

Channel / Transaction Fees 

The costs incurred to connect to a given booking channel. These fees reflect the cost that the 

hotel incurs, regardless of the recovery model. Recovery models can vary by channel, company, 

or brand, including: a fixed fee per reservation, a fixed fee per night, a percentage of room 

revenue, a percentage of total folio revenue, or a total spend amount per month that is allocated 

across all reservations. Typically, channel costs include GDS fees, CRO costs, Direct Connect 

fees, pass-thru fees, etc.  

Loyalty Investment 

The investment made by the hotel to fund the brand loyalty program. These costs typically 

include the cost of loyalty points, loyalty amenities, and loyalty services. Recovery models can 

vary by company or brand, including a fixed fee per reservation, a fixed fee per night, a 

percentage of room revenue or a percentage of total folio revenue. Premium amounts can be 

applied based on the loyalty member tier, and costs are only incurred for an eligible member stay. 

Retail Commission Expense 

The commission expenses paid to retail travel agencies, hotel-collect OTAs, and meta-search 

referral commissions. In this commission model, the hotel pays a percentage of the room revenue 

for each booking made by the intermediary, usually after the stay has occurred. Kalibri Labs 

collects all client-specific commission logic and percentages, including identifying non-

commissionable bookings.  

Wholesale Commission Expense 

The commission expenses taken by net/merchant, opaque, or wholesale third parties before a net 

rate is remitted to the hotel. Wholesale Commissions (sometimes called pre-pay commissions) 

are used to gross up Hotel-Collected Revenue to calculate Guest-Paid Revenue. Kalibri Labs 

collects all client-specific commission logic and percentages for net/merchant and wholesaler 

bookings, and uses standard industry methodology to calculate commissions for opaque OTAs 

and certain wholesalers. 

Travel Agent Amenity Cost 

The cost for the hotel to provide contracted amenities for specific travel agency bookings, which 

can include dining credits, spa credits, welcome amenities, beverage credits or other amenities. 

Costs reflect the actual cost to the hotel to provide the amenity, including breakage (not the retail 

price of the amenity). Costs can be per stay (e.g. welcome amenity), per night (e.g. dining credit) 

or per guest (e.g. daily breakfast for two). These costs are typically associated with luxury 

agencies like Fine Hotels and Resorts and Virtuoso. 

Sales and Marketing Spend 

All sales and marketing activities that appear on the profit and loss statement, including but not 

limited to sales and marketing payroll, online advertising, social media, and other costs that 

support the guest acquisition effort but are not clearly associated with a specific booking channel 

or specific transaction. Sales and Marketing Spend reported to Kalibri Labs should follow the 

USALI 11th edition guidelines on costs. 



    

Kalibri Labs Metrics 
 

COPE % (Contribution to Operating Profit and Expenses) 

Represents the proportion of room revenue generated after transaction-specific direct reservation 

costs have been deducted. COPE % is expressed as a percentage and reflects how many dollars 

out of each hundred paid by the guest are actualized as COPE revenue for the hotel. COPE % 

does not account for Sales and Marketing Spend.  

COPE % can be calculated at the property or enterprise level, or can be compared across 

Sources of Business, Rate Categories, or by Third-Party Intermediary. 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐸 % =
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐸 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 

𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
 

Revenue Capture % 

Represents the proportion of room revenue generated net of all costs of acquisition. Revenue 

Capture is expressed as a percentage and is similar to COPE %, but also accounts for the Sales 

and Marketing Spend. Revenue Capture % is only available for clients providing Sales and 

Marketing Spend data to Kalibri Labs, and cannot be calculated at a more granular level than by 

property by month. 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 % =
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 

𝐺𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
 

Sales and Marketing Efficiency 

Measures the Net Revenue generated by every dollar spent on Sales and Marketing Spend. 

Sales and Marketing Efficiency is only available for clients providing Sales and Marketing Spend 

data to Kalibri Labs, and cannot be calculated at a more granular level than by property by month. 

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑
 

  



    

Industry Metrics 
 

Actualized Room Nights (Demand) 

Consumed room nights sold in the time period being analyzed, excluding cancellations, 

adjustments and no shows. This metric includes day use rooms and complimentary rooms (see 

Sources of Business for more details about complimentary room reporting). Actualized Room 

Nights can be summarized by booking date, arrival date, departure date, or occupancy date. 

Unless otherwise noted, occupancy date is the default (meaning a reservation with a check-in on 

March 30 and a check-out on April 3 would have room nights in both March and April).  

Available Rooms (Supply) 

The supply of hotel rooms available for sale during the time period being analyzed. Available 

Rooms is used to calculate RevPAR and Occupancy metrics. 

Demand Share % 

The proportion of Actualized Room Nights for a specific data category. Demand Share is used to 

evaluate the percentage that a data category contributes to the overall mix of business. Data 

categories typically include Sources of Business, Rate Segments, or Third-Party Intermediaries. 

Across a data category, all demand shares will sum to 100%. 

𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 % =  
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠
 

Occupancy Share % 

The Actualized Room Nights for a specific data category as a percentage of total Available 

Rooms. Occupancy Share is used to evaluate the occupancy that a data category contributes to 

the total Occupancy %. Data categories typically include Sources of Business, Rate Segments, or 

Third Party Intermediaries. Across a data category, all occupancy shares will sum to the overall 

occupancy achieved during the time period. Occupancy Share % is often used instead of 

Demand Share % to evaluate shifts in room night production over time because it is also 

reflective of shifts in overall occupancy.  

𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 % =  
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑁𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑠
 

Index 

An index measures a subject’s performance relative to that of a benchmark. Indices are useful 

when comparing a hotel’s performance to an aggregated group of hotels or competitive set. 

Kalibri Labs calculates indices as the subject’s performance divided by the comparison group’s 

performance in a given category and time period.  

If an index is at 100, then the subject is performing at the average level within its competitive set. 

If the subject’s index is over 100, then the subject is over-indexing or outperforming its 

competitive set average. If the subject’s index is under 100, then the subject is under-indexing or 

underperforming its competitive set average. 

  



    

Kalibri Labs Data Categories 
Source of Business 

Every booking is mapped to a Source of Business based on a combination of the Channel Code, 

Market Segment, Rate Code, and IATA. The Sources of Business include the traditional Direct 

channels (Brand.com, Voice, Property Direct), the traditional Indirect channels (GDS and OTA), 

and new categories for Group bookings, FIT/Wholesale bookings and Internal Discount rates.  

Source of Business Definition and notes Example Codes 

Brand.com Transient bookings made through any direct digital channel, 
which can include the hotel website, mobile app, social 
networks, click-to-chat, and other websites that refer guests to 
the brand booking engine. 

Note: Group, FIT/Wholesale, and Internal Discount rates 
booked through the brand website are reported through 
separate Sources of Business. 

BRANDSITE 
Guest Connect 
Booking Engine 
Passkey 

Voice Transient bookings made through a call center or central 
reservations office. 

Note: Group, FIT/Wholesale, and Internal Discount rates 
booked through the voice channel are reported through 
separate Sources of Business. 

VOICEDESK 
CRO 
GRP-VOICE 

Property Direct Transient bookings made with the property directly. Typically 
includes walk-ins, reservations made with the front desk, 
contract/crew bookings. 

Note: Group, FIT/Wholesale, and Internal Discount rates 
booked through the property are reported through separate 
Sources of Business. 

FDESK 
Walk in 

Internal Discounts Bookings that are highly discounted and available primarily for 
internal use or at a low or zero-revenue. Kalibri Labs 
separates these rates from the other channels to prevent them 
from skewing ADR data. 

Note: Internal Discount reservations are assigned a channel 
cost based on the booking channel. 

Complimentary 
Employee/Owner 
Friends and Family 
House Use / Barter 
Loyalty Redemption 

Permanent Rooms 

OTA Bookings made through any kind of online travel agent, 
including OTAs powered by the GDS. 

Note: Electronic wholesalers are reclassified to the 
FIT/Wholesale Source of Business. 

Booking.com 
Expedia HC 
OTA Direct Connect 

GDS Bookings made through the Global Distribution System. 

Note: OTA bookings powered by the GDS are reclassified to 
the OTA Source of Business. Group, FIT/Wholesale, and 
Internal Discount rates booked through the GDS are reported 
through separate Sources of Business.  

Sabre 
Amadeus 
Galileo 

FIT/Wholesale Transient bookings made by wholesalers or tour operators, 
regardless of the booking channel. 

Note: FIT/Wholesale reservations are assigned a channel cost 
based on the booking channel. 

Wholesale 
FIT 

Group Bookings from Group market segments, regardless of the 
booking channel. 

Note: Group reservations are assigned a channel cost based 
on the booking channel. 

Group 
SMERF 
G-Tour 
G-Corporate 



    
Rate Segment 

Every booking is mapped to a Rate Segment based on a combination of the Market Segment, 

Rate Code, and IATA.  

Rate Segment Definition and notes 

Rack/BAR Transient rack rates, best available rates (BAR), and flexible rates. Also 
includes long term stay rates.  

Promotion Transient rates indicating a discount, a limited time promotion or a sale. Also 
includes fenced rates available only to hotel loyalty program members (book 
direct campaign rates) and rates where participation in the loyalty program is a 
condition of the promotional rate (loyalty member promotions). Loyalty 
program references apply only to the hotel loyalty program (does not apply to 
airline, credit card, or other loyalty programs). 

Packages Transient rates that include an additional element other than the room itself 
(e.g. bed and breakfast, spa package, parking package, etc.). 

Automobile Club/AAA Transient rates that provide a discount for members of an Auto Club, AAA, 
Motor Club, CAA, etc. 

Senior Rate/AARP Transient rates that provide a discount for seniors or AARP members. 

Advance Purchase Transient rates specifically labeled as advance purchase. Note that this rate 
segment does not automatically include non-refundable rates. 

Consortia Transient rates specific to consortia like Virtuoso, Amex FHR, Signature, etc. 

Corporate Transient rates specific to corporate bookings that are not booked through a 
consortium. This segment can include commissionable or net-rated non-
commissionable bookings. 

Government Transient government rates for agencies foreign or domestic, including 
consulates, embassies, royalty, and other government agencies. 

Contract Includes rates that are contracted on a long term basis with companies such 
as airlines for crew members. Also includes permanent rooms used for 
condominiums, apartments, and long term business projects. 

OTA – Net/Merchant Rates specific to net or merchant model Online Travel Agencies.  

OTA – Retail Rates specific to retail or hotel-collect model Online Travel Agencies. 

OTA – Opaque Rates specific to opaque model Online Travel Agencies. 

FIT/Wholesale Transient bookings made by wholesalers or tour operators. 

Group Bookings from any Group market segments or rate codes. Note that in the 
future Kalibri Labs plans to add additional Group segments – SMERF, 
Corporate, Association, Government, Tour, Convention/Congress/Citywide.  

Comp/House Use 
(Internal Discount) 

Rates marked as complimentary, having no charge to the guest or House Use 
rates used for internal employees, manager on duty, or other special purposes 
on a short-term basis. Also includes Barter rates that are exchanged for 
various forms of goodwill like media coverage. 

Employee/Friends and Family 
(Internal Discount) 

Special rates limited to employees of the hotel/brand/management company 
or owners. Also includes special discounted rates provided to friends and 
family of someone working in the Travel Industry. 

Loyalty Redemption 
(Internal Discount) 

Rates indicating that a redemption is being made through the hotel loyalty 
program (does not apply to airline, credit card, or other loyalty programs). 

Other Internal Discounts 
(Internal Discount) 

Day Use rooms and any other internal discount rates not otherwise classified. 



    
Third Party Intermediary 

Every booking that was intermediated by a third party is mapped to a Travel Agency based on a 

combination of the Market Segment, Rate Code, and IATA. Kalibri Labs tracks several categories 

of Third Party Intermediaries, including: Traditional Travel Agencies, Online Travel Agencies 

(OTAs), Metasearch and Performance Marketing Agencies, and Wholesalers.  

Online Travel Agencies 

Online Travel Agency Notes 

Expedia-Net Pre-pay (Net/Merchant) model bookings through Expedia and Hotels.com 

Expedia-Retail Hotel collect model bookings through Expedia, Travelocity and Wotif 

Egencia Reported separately from Expedia-Retail bookings 

Booking.com Hotel collect model bookings from Booking.com, Priceline and Travelweb 

Travelocity-Net Reported separately from Expedia-Net bookings 

Orbitz-Net Reported separately from Expedia-Net bookings  

Orbitz-Retail Reported separately from Expedia-Retail bookings 

Travelweb-Net Reported separately from Priceline-Net bookings 

HRS Hotel collect (Retail) model bookings 

Hotwire Opaque model bookings through Hotwire (Expedia) 

Priceline-Opaque Opaque model bookings through Priceline 

Priceline-Net Pre-pay (Net/Merchant) model bookings through Priceline 

Hotel Tonight Hotel collect (Retail) model bookings 

Agoda  Pre-pay (Net/Merchant) model bookings (Priceline) 

Other Net OTAs Includes Ctrip, Thomas Cook-Net, Getaroom, Bookit, AliTrip 

Other Retail OTAs 
Includes ehotel ag, Tourvest, Thomas Cook-Retail, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, 
Quikbook, Splendia, Tablet, HotelPlanner.com, Qunar 

Note that Kalibri Labs maps bookings to the most granular online travel agency available and applies commissions 

and costs based on that agency. For data privacy purposes, some of these agencies have been consolidated in the 

table above and in the analytics provided. As consolidation occurs in the online travel agency industry, Kalibri Labs 

may update these categories to maintain data privacy (e.g. if all Orbitz-Net codes are switched to Expedia-Net codes 

in the future, Kalibri Labs would report on the two agencies combined together). 

Wholesalers 

Agency Notes 

Hotelbeds  

Tourico  

Gulliver’s Travel  

Mark Travel  

Bonotel  

Airline Wholesalers Includes all airline wholesalers 

Other Wholesalers Includes Viajes el Corte Ingles and other wholesalers 

Note that Kalibri Labs maps bookings to the most granular agency available and applies commissions and costs 

based on that agency. As the industry evolves, Kalibri Labs may update these categories to report on additional 

wholesalers as that data becomes available consistently across the industry. 



    
Metasearch and Performance Marketing Agencies 

Agency Notes 

Google Referral bookings made on the brand website with Google pseudo-IATA 

Kayak Referral bookings made on the brand website with Kayak pseudo-IATA 

Trivago Referral bookings made on the brand website with Trivago pseudo-IATA 

Room77 Referral bookings made on the brand website with Room77 pseudo-IATA 

TripAdvisor Referral bookings made on the brand website with TripAdvisor pseudo-IATA 

TripAdvisor Instant Booking 
Includes TripAdvisor Instant Bookings powered by the hotel brand (does not 
include instant bookings powered by an OTA) and also includes Jetsetter-
Retail and Jetsetter-Net bookings 

Other Metasearch 
Includes Hipmunk, Roomkey, Hotelscombined, WeGo.com, Yelp, 
MSN/Bing/Yahoo 

Other Performance Marketing 
Includes Commission Junction and other internally tracked paid performance 
marketing codes 

Other Flash Sale sites Includes Travelzoo, Living Social, Groupon Getaways 

Note that Kalibri Labs maps bookings to the most granular agency available and applies commissions and costs 

based on that agency. As the industry evolves, Kalibri Labs may update these categories to report on additional 

metasearch or performance marketing agencies as that data becomes available consistently across the industry. 

Traditional Travel Agencies 

• AAA Travel 

• ABC Corporate Services 

• Altour 

• American Express 

• BCD Travel 

• BSI 

• Carlson Wagonlit 

• CCRA 

• Competitor Group, Inc. 

• Conference Consultants 

• Conference Direct 

• CRC FedRates 

• CTI Hotels 

• CWT/Sato Travel 

• Der Promotional Rates 

• DHRS (HRG Government Rates) 

• Empress Travel 

• Event Lodging Solutions 

• Experient Inc. 

• FCM Travel Solutions 

• FedRooms 

• Flight Centre 

• Frosch Travel 

• GTMC 

• Harvey World Travel 

• Helms Briscoe 

• Hickory Travel Systems 

• HRG (Hogg Robinson Group) 

• International Travel Partnership 

• JTB 

• Leading Hotels 

• Liberty Travel 

• Magellan 

• Maritime Travel 

• Omega World travel 

• Ovation 

• Priority Traveller 

• ProTravel International 

• Radius 

• Rennies Travel 

• Signature Travel Network 

• STA 

• Thor 

• Travel and Transport 

• Travel Leaders Group (Tzell) 

• TravelGraphics 

• Travelsavers 

• Valerie Wilson 

• Virtuoso 

• Visa 

• WIN 

• World Travel Service 

Note that Kalibri Labs maps bookings to the most granular agency available and applies commissions and costs 

based on that agency. As the industry evolves, Kalibri Labs may update these categories to report on additional travel 

agencies as that data becomes available consistently across the industry. 

 


